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Pragmatics of Veridicity

Denis Vernant

Abstract

From the very beginning, Western philosophy was defined as the pursuit of truth.
It approaches truth through the practice oflogos,and more particularly via recourse
to dialogue. Reviving the intuitions of the Megarians, I would like here to use the
analytical tools of contemporary logic and pragmatics to propose a study ofveridici-
ty, seen as the set of all attitudes expressed by a speaker about the truthfulness of
what he/she is saying.1 In doing so, I will address only one stage of the multi-layered
study of veridicity,2 which must be supplemented by the study of the dialogue games
that establish validity or “material” truth3 and in the end, the praxeological determi-
nants proper of that veridicity.4

1 Veridictional acts

Austin inaugurated his philosophy of ordinary language by denouncing the “descrip-
tive fallacy” of philosophers and logicians who, in reducing all utterances to propo-
sitions, tackle only the descriptive,constative use of ordinary language.Thereafter,
pragmatics began to emphasize the action-related or “performative” dimension of
the social use of natural language.5 But the time has now come to look in return
at veridictional actsin their systematicity, for they all bring to play the speaker’s

Denis Vernant
Grenoble e-mail: Denis.Vernant@upmf-grenoble.fr

1 I have defined veridicity, notably while distinguishing it from veracity, in [13, Chap. IV, 59–85].
2 See my article [17].
3 See [21].
4 See my book, [19, Chap. XI].
5 The acts in question are directives, commissives, and declaratives;see [13, Chap. III].
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2 Denis Vernant

attitude about the truth of what he/she is saying. It is therefore important to start by
characterizing these acts.

1.1 Assertion

As logicians have shown,assertionis, conceptually, the most prevalent type of veri-
dictional act.6 Pragmatics defines it as the act by which a speaker makes a commit-
ment about the truth of what he/she is saying to his/her addressee. This act manifests
an explicit commitment,which can take on a variable degree of force depending
on whether it is a simple assertion or a declaration made under oath, etc., or even
on whether the assertion ismetadiscursively doubledby the expression “I assert
that. . . ”.7

1.2 Denial

Assertion presupposes an act ofacceptanceof the propositional content of what is
being said by the speaker. This act has a strictly pragmatic counterpart, which is the
act ofrefusalof that same content via the expression of adenial.All too often con-
founded with simple negation, of which it often shares its surface linguistic form,
it was first defined logically back in the 1930’s by Łukasiewicz8 and psychoanalyt-
ically by Freud in his famous article onVerneinung[3]. I will characterizedenial
as the speech act by which a speaker expresses his/herrefusal of what he/she is
saying.9

1.3 Consideration

Assertion and its opposite, denial, are two acts by which thespeakerexpresses a
commitment,whether positive or negative, about what he/she is saying tothe ad-
dressee. However, the speaker also has the possibility ofnot committing and thus

6 See my article, [14, Chap. XIII, 267–288].
7 On the pragmatic role of what I callexpositives,see [15]. I will come back later to the iteration
of assertions; see Section 2.2 below.
8 See my article [16].
9 D. Vanderveken’s illocutionary logic introduces illocutionary denial forall types illocutionary
acts; see [11, 74; 152–155]. Here, I will deliberately confine myanalysis solely to Denial as a
veridictional operator opposing Assertion. One can thus consider my veridictional pragmatics as
part of general illocutionary logic. This is why I will use itsoperators whenever possible. But I
will make use of a system (equivalent to modal systemT) that is less powerful than the one (S5)
employed by illocutionary logic (T ⊂ S5).
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settling for simply considering the informative content ofwhat he/she is saying. This
is what Frege calleddas Fassen des Gedankens[2]. Consideration—borrowing the
term used by Russell—is a cognitively fundamental operationsince it conditions
not only the reported speech procedures of natural languageand artistic languages,
but also the use of apagogical methods of hypothetical reasoning in the formal sci-
ences [18].Consideration,then, grants the speaker some distance from what he/she
is saying, in such a way that the question of the speaker’s veridictional commitment
gets sidestepped.

1.4 Estimation

In the same way as assertion possesses an opposite, namely denial, simple con-
sideration has an opposing operation which—for lack of a better term—I will call
estimation,10 that is to say, the fact, for the speaker, of making a commitment about
what he/she is saying, whether it be positively or negatively. Psychologically and
cognitively, consideration and estimation are indeed two opposing attitudes that re-
quire a choice on the speaker’s part.

2 The opposition-based structure of veridictional acts

The reader will have understood that veridictional acts areorganized according to an
opposition-based structure. Before describing this structure, let us first clearly sepa-
rate the different levels of opposition. As early as 1904, Russell had already clearly
distinguished the opposition between truth and falsity, underlain by the metalogical
principle of bivalence; the opposition between the logicaloperations “affirmation”
and “negation”; and the opposition between the psychological attitudes “belief” and
“disbelief”:

Given a propositionp, there is first its truth and its falsity. . . /. . .

Next there is the opposition ofp and not-p. . . /. . .

Thirdly, there is the subjective opposition of yes and no, which is that of belief or disbelief:
eitherp or not-p can be believed or disbelieved: whether true or false, this is the opposition
that specifically characterizes judgment and is absent in assumption [9, 56].

That left only the opposition between the strictly pragmatic operations of asser-
tion and denial, which involves combining the logical operators that bear on proposi-
tional content with the pragmatic operations that characterize the speaker’s attitude
toward the truth of his/her utterance. Say we have at our disposal two logical op-
erators that bear on propositional content, Affirmation andNegation; we still have

10 I use this term to refer to “expressing an opinion about”. It is closely tied to judgment, but in
natural language, its “expressive” dimension remains implicit.
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to introduce the four pragmatic operations that determine the veridictional acts dis-
cerned above: Assertion, Denial, Estimation, and Consideration. If we acknowledge
that Assertion and Denial are Estimation attitudes that oppose simple Consideration,
then we can depict the combination of thefour pragmatic operators of veridicityus-
ing the following binary tree:

VERIDICTIONAL OPERATORS

Consideration Estimation

Affirmation Negation Assertion Denial

Aff. Neg. Aff. Neg.

⟨p⟩ ⟨¬p⟩

⊢ p ⊢ ¬p ⊣ p ⊣ ¬p

However, one must not be misled by this dichotomous presentation. Although
truth-function oppositions abide by standard logic, governed by the principle of
excluded middle, the same does not hold true at the pragmaticlevel: Assertion is
opposed not only to Denial, but also to thethird positionof simple Consideration,
i.e., suspensionof any decision.11 The pragmatics of veridicitythus presupposes
greater flexibility than strict propositional negation in accounting for the speaker’s
veridictional attitudes toward the informative content ofhis/her utterance.

2.1 Relations between Veridictional Operators

If, for simplicity’s sake, we use letters of the alphabet to stand for veridictional acts,
veridictional pragmatics will include the following operators:

A = Asserting
C = Considering
D = Denying
E = Estimating

11 Ockham had already made the distinction between judgment (assentor dissent) and simple
apprehension, which he namedneutral proposition: “Someone can apprehend a proposition and
yet not give it one’s assent or dissent, as is patent with neutral propositions”, [8, I, prol. qu. 1,
p. 16]. Recall also that in the traditionaldisputatio,three attitudes were possible:concedo, nego,
dubito.
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Relations between these veridictional operators can be depicted by the following
alternative hexagon:

E = (A w D)

D

¬ A¬ D

C = (¬ D . ¬ A)

A

While relying on the theorems of myalternative axiomatic system,12 let me sim-
ply recall a few of the most significant logical relations:

1. The two primitive operators, Assertion and Denial, are opposites, that is to say,
incompatible:AP∣DP (T2).

2. Non-contradictionis obeyed bysuspensivenegation of acts:¬(AP&¬AP) (T29)
and¬(DP&¬DP) (T30), but also byexclusivenegation:¬(AP&DP) (T3).

3. By contrast, theexcluded middleno longer holds forA andD, because it is quite
possible to not choose between Asserting and Denying by adopting theneutral
position,which is Consideration (T35).13

4. Double negationno longer holds for these same acts: not DenyingP is not
equivalent to AssertingP. It is indeed always possible to adopt the neutral po-
sition of Consideration, and thus:¬AP. By subalternation, we getAP▷¬DP
(AX), but not its converse, thus:¬(AP ≈ ¬DP).14 And likewise, by subalterna-
tion, we getDP▷¬AP (T1), but not its converse, thus:¬(DP ≈ ¬AP).
The law of double negationdoes apply however tosuspensivenegation, de-
noted¬. For example, we have:¬¬AP ≈AP (T38) and¬¬DP ≈DP (T40).15

12 The reader will find my axiomatization of the relations betweenthe veridictional operators in
the Appendix of my [19].
13 We get the excluded quarter:(A∨D∨C).
14▷ is the symbol for illocutionarycommitmentbetween two acts; see [11, Chap. IV, 81]: “A1▷A2
iff it is not possible for the speaker to realizeA1 without being committed toA2”. This relation
is reflexive, non-anti-symmetric, and transitive; see p. 141.≈ is the symbol forcongruenceof
two illocutionary acts; see [11, Chap. IV, 82]: “Two illocutionary acts arecongruentiff each one
commits the speaker to the other”. This equivalence relation isdefinable:A1 ≈ A2 iff A1▷A2 and
A2▷A1 (whereA is any illocutionary act).
15 It does not hold forexclusivenegation, which means we do not haveAP▷DDP.
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5. Bivalence is preserved insofar as all propositions are either true or false:
δ ∶ P ⇒ {T,F}. Hence,when one is making a decisionabout a given propo-
sition, it is not possible to not decide the opposite about the proposition that has
the opposite truth value. So we haveAp▷D ∼ p (ET6) andDp▷A∼ p (ET7).
This is a particular case where the veridictional operatorsbear on propositions
that are mutuallyexclusive: R∣S (see the exclusivity theorems of our axiomatic
system, ET1 to ET11).

2.2 Syntactic Presentation

Without formalizing the rules for building the formulas of the veridictional lan-
guage, note simply that every formula is of the type:F(£), where £ denotes the
set of well-formed formulas of standard logical calculus{P,Q,R,S, . . .} built from
the atomic propositionsp, q, etc. by means of the standard connectors{∼,○,∨,→
, ∣,etc.}, and whereF belongs to the set of all formulas built from the veridictional
operatorsV = {A,C,D,E} and the set of all connectives bearing on illocutionary
acts{¬,& ,w, ∣,▷,≈}.

We can present our veridictional pragmatics as a particularinterpretation, a
model, of ourbipolar axiomatic system16 of veridicity. Let me recall and comment
upon its basic elements:

PRIMITIVE IDEAS:
Assertion: ⊢ P
Denial: ⊣ P

DEFINITIONS:
Negation of Assertion:⊬ P =D f ¬ ⊢ P
Negation of Denial: Ú P =D f ¬ ⊣ P
Estimation: ⊣⊢ P =D f (⊢ P w⊣ P)
Consideration: ⟨P⟩ =D f (⊬ P & Ú P)

AXIOMS:
Axiom of Assertability:AX1 ∶ ⊢ P▷P

The kind of assertion in question here is not logical assertion, but ratherprag-
maticassertionper se.What is at stake is not the validity ofP, but its veridicity.17

Thisaxiom of assertabilitymerely states that in assertingP, the speaker commits to

16 This axiomatic system includes axioms for proving theorems andcounter-axiomsfor proving
counter-theorems.Regarding this bipolarity, see [20].
17 Of course, pragmatic assertion is the illocutionary act of a given speaker, which does not imply
the truth, andall the less so, the validity of the proposition in question. It is not to be confused with
logical assertion (demonstration) as defined by Russell and Frege,nor with what can be regarded
asestablished,i.e., proven. This latter interpretation is the one that Jeande la Harpe adopted in [7,
26–31].
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the truth ofP. This in no way means thatP is true, but thatP is held to be truein
the discursive world proposed by the speaker.18

Principle of assertion19 AX2 ∶ [⊢ (P→Q) & ⊢ P]▷ ⊢Q
COUNTER-AXIOM :
Counter-axiom of negation:CAX1 ⊣ (¬AP→ ¬P)

This axiomatic system20 allows one to prove all of the component relations of the
alternative hexagon, as well as all relations that are excluded. For some pragmati-
cally significant examples, simply consider the case of assertion iteration. With this
axiomatic system, it is easy to prove left-to-right implication. One obtains General
Theorem 11 from Axiom 1 by simple substitution:

GT11⊢ (AAP→ AP)
1 AP→ P AX1
2 AAP→ AP Sub.P/AP

In contrast, to proveCounter-Theorem1, which brings right-to-left implication
into play, it is useful to first prove General Theorem 8, contraposition:

GT8 ⊢ [(AP→ AQ) ≡ (¬AQ→ ¬AP)]
(P→Q) ≡ (¬Q→ ¬P) Tautology
(AP→ AQ) ≡ (¬AQ→ ¬AP) Sub.P/AP;Q/AQ.

General Counter-Theorem 1 is then obtained as follows:

GCT1⊣ (AP→ AAP)
1 ⊣ (¬AP→ ¬P) CAX1
2 ⊢ [(AP→ AQ) ≡ (¬AQ→ ¬AP)] GT8
3 ⊢ [(AP→ AAP) ≡ (¬AAP→ ¬AP)] 2, CSub. Q/AP
4 ⊣ (¬AAP→ ¬AP) 1, CSub P/AP
5 ⊢ {[(AP→ AAP)→ (¬AAP→ ¬AP)]○

[(¬AAP→ ¬AP)→ (AP→ AAP)]} 3, Df. biconditional
6 ⊢ [(AP→ AAP)→ (¬AAP→ ¬AP)] 5,Elim. conjunction
7 ⊣ (AP→ AAP) 6, 4 CR1.

18 This corresponds to what Karl Otto Apel called “pretension to truth” [1, 46].
19 Here we find Russell’s “Principle of assertion” (see our article “The Limits of a Logical Treat-
ment of Assertion”). Unlike epistemic logic, which poses the question of omniscience[KP&(P→
Q)]→ KQ, there is no risk of omnidiction here since we do not have to assert all of the conse-
quences of our assertions:¬{[⊢ P&(P→Q)]▷ ⊢Q}.
20 To simplify my presentation, I will not bring to bear the rules andcounter-rules of transforma-
tion.
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This logically demonstrates that there is no equivalence between assertion and
its iteration. We know that such an equivalence is only possible in a formal system
as powerful as modal systemS4 and not in a system as weak asT [5, 43–44].

Such a result is therefore not at all logically surprising ornotable. However, it is
of critical pragmatic interest in that it takes a stand on theinterpretation of assertion
iteration. From a strictly pragmatic point of view, it is wise indeed not to confuse
or liken assertion and its iteration.Ap symbolizes the assertion ofp by a speaker.21

The speaker commits to the truth of the content of proposition p. This is the case,
for example, when the speaker says: “It’s raining.” In contrast,AApdenotes the ope-
ration whose rhetorical effect is toreinforcethe strength of the initial assertion. In
natural language, this is expressed by the fact that the speaker in the above example
says something like: “I maintain that it’s raining”. Pragmatically, the two acts are
manifestly different, the first being a simpleassertion,true or false, the second, an
act of a metadiscursive nature—precisely, anexpositive— which, as such, cannot be
untrue by virtue of the sheer fact that it was produced:

The sentence “It is the case that I maintain that it’s raining” clearly has a different truth
value than that of the sentence “It’s raining” (the former can be true without the latter also
being so). [1, 43]

If we acknowledge this conceptual distinction,22 we can understand why implication
can hold true from left to right, for if one asserts a proposition, one cannotnotassert
it because the metadiscursive commitment is stronger than the simple assertion. In
contrast, a simple assertion does not necessarily involve astronger commitment,
from which we can see that the fact ofrejectingthe right-to-left implication renders
explicit an entire thematization and conceptualization ofa pragmatic nature.23

2.3 Semantic Presentation

One can develop asemanticsfor interpreting and evaluating the propositions of
this veridictional pragmatics. To do so, it is useful to complete these propositions
by indicating the speaker who assumes the veridictional act. Accordingly, we use
⊢a P to denote the fact that Speakera assumes the assertion ofP. The system is
interpretedin the first personas the set of veridictional acts of Assertion, Denial,
Estimation, and Consideration of a given speaker. We then evaluate the veridictional
act on thediscursive world24 that Speakera proposes by means of his/her various

21 As we shall see in Section 2.3.1, a more sophisticated formalization that incorporates the speaker
is possible; it gives usAap.
22 Unlike Searle, who ignores the specificity of metadiscursives and unduly classifies “I assert that
it’s raining” among the assertives; see [10, 61].
23 Daniel Vanderveken, who formalized Searle’s theory, relieson a system equivalent to modal
systemS5; see [12].
24 Here, any illocutionary act is aproposalmade by the speaker to the addressee, a proposal that
must be negotiated to give rise to a jointly assumed “interact”; see [13, Chap. VIII], and [19,
Chap. X, Section 4.1.1].
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veridictional acts, with worldWa being accessible from initial worldW0. These acts
can then be interpreted as follows:

⊢a P expresses adherence to the truth ofP in any world proposed bya accessible from
W0.

⊢a ∼P expresses adherence to the falsity ofP in anyworld proposed bya accessible from
W0.

⊣a P expresses refusal of the truth ofP in anyworld proposed bya accessible fromW0.
⊣a ∼P expresses refusal of the falsity ofP in anyworld proposed bya accessible fromW0.
⊬a P expresses abstention of adherence to the truth ofP in at least oneworld proposed by

a accessible fromW0.
Úa P expresses abstention of refusal of the truth ofP in at least oneworld proposed by a

accessible fromW0.25

Using the semantic table method derived from Kripke,26 we can write down the
veridictional acts in the representation of the discursiveworld proposed by Speaker
a while distinguishing what is asserted from what is not asserted, and within the not-
asserted, what is denied from what is not denied. By virtue ofLaws ET6 and ET7
recalled above, whenever two incompatible expressions areinvolved, we will indi-
cate what is asserted by the speaker and what commits him/herto the corresponding
denial, andvice versa.Proofs will beby reductio ad absurdum: in initial world W0,
we will put the presumably false propositions in the right column, and the presum-
ably true ones in the left column. First, we will write the formula to be evaluated at
the top of the right column. Then we will analyze the formulasby assigning them
to the right or left column according to the rules of the propositional operators, and
we will process the elementary formulas obtained by writingdown the concerned
propositions in theworld proposed by the speakerthat is accessible from the initial
world. An asserted proposition will be in the Assertion-of-Wa box, a denied propo-
sition will be in the Denial sub-box, and so on. When the initial formula is valid, we
discover acontradictionin the world proposed by Speakera.

Let us consider the formula:⊢a p▷¬⊣a p
By reductio ad absurdum,we begin by writing the formula to be tested inW0’s

False box (on the right). To falsify the commitment proposed, it suffices that its
antecedent be true and its consequent, false. We then write the antecedent in the
True box on the left. Presumably true,⊢a p means thatp is to be written in the
Assertion box (A) of Speakera’s proposed world. Applying Russell’s Law leads
us to write its opposite∼ p in the opposite sub-box, Denial (D). The last step is to
write the consequent in the right box ofW0. Whereas¬ ⊣a p must be false,⊣a p,
presumably true, moves to the right box. This allows us to write p in the Denial sub-

25 Formally, aModel is any triplet<W,S,V > in whichW is a proposed set of discursive worlds
W0,W1, . . .; R is the accessibility relation, which is reflexive(x)(xRx) and thus serial(x)Ez(xRz);
andV is the function that attributes the values{1,0}. V(A) thus reads as follows: For allP and
Wi , V(AP,Wi) = 1 if for all Wj such thatWiRWj ,V(P,Wj) = 1, elseV(AP,Wi) = 0. Likewise,V(I)
reads: for allP andWi , V(IP,Wi) = 1 if for at least one Wj such thatWiRWj ,V(P,Wj) = 1, else
V(IP,Wi) = 0.
26 See [6]. The presentation used here is from Jean-Louis Gardies, [4, 58sq.].
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W0
Wa World proposed bya

True False
⊢a p▷¬ ⊣a p

⊢a p

⊣a p

¬ ⊣a p

A ¬A

D ¬D

∼ p

p

p

box ofWa. We then see that there is a contradiction, since the Denial box authorizes
bothp and∼p in Wa. The initial formula is thus proven (it corresponds to axiomAX
of our alternative axiomatic system).

Similarly, let us consider the converse:¬ ⊢a p▷⊢a p

W0
Wa World proposed bya

T F
¬ ⊣a p▷ ⊢a p

⊢a p

¬ ⊣a p

A ¬A

D ¬D

p

p

The presumably false formula is put in the right box ofW0. Then its antecedent
is put on the left, which allows us to writep in Wa’s not-Denied sub-box. The next
step is to put the consequent inW0’s right box, from which we can writep in Wa’s
not-Asserted box. This time, there is no contradiction,p is both not asserted and not
denied. The formula is therefore invalid.27

Similarly, it is easy to show that⊢a p ∨ ⊣a p is not valid:
To assume that the disjunction is false, one must assume thateach of the disjuncts

is false; so they are written in the left box ofW0. The falsity of⊣a p causes us to
write p in the not-Asserted box ofWa; likewise, the falsity of⊢a p requires that we
write p in the not-Denied sub-box ofWa. We can easily see that the initial formula
is not contradictory and that there exists a third position between Assertion and
Denial, namely Consideration, as asuspensiveconjunction of the not-Asserted and
the not-Denied.

27 The counter-position corresponds to the formula¬A→E, which is not included in our axiomatic
system since it is equivalent to theinclusivedisjunction:A∨E.
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W0
Wa World proposed bya

T F

⊢a p ∨ ⊣a p

⊢a p

⊣a p

A ¬A

D ¬D

p

p

2.3.1 Multi-Agent Extension

One can extend the veridictional language to build amulti-agent, veridictional prag-
matics.It allows us to express the combination of veridictional actions taken by dif-
ferent agents about a given proposition such asVaVbP, where, for example,AaDbp
stands for “Agenta asserts that Agentb deniesp”.28 Now we can evaluate formulas
of this type by making the world the second agent proposed,Wab, subordinate tothe
one the first agent proposed,Wa. The subordinate world will not represent what the
second agent said, but what the first agentsaid that the second agent, b, said.

The formula to be evaluated here is:DaAbp▷¬AaDb ∼ p.

W0 Wa

T F A ¬A

D ¬D

pp

Wab

D ¬D

A ¬A

DaAbp

AaDb ∼p

DaAbp▷¬AaDb ∼p

¬AaDb ∼p

Db ∼ p

Abp
∼p

This formula is written in the part right ofW0. The antecedentDaAbp is then
moved to the left part. This leads us to writeAbp in sub-box D ofWa and thus,p in
the¬A box ofWab. This leaves the consequent¬AaDb ∼P, which we put in the right
part ofW0. Given that it is preceded by a negation, its affirmative converse moves to
the left. SoAaDb ∼p leads us to writeDb ∼p in boxA of Wa and thus∼p in sub-box
D of Wab. Now by virtue of Russell’s Law,p must be written in box A of the same
world. We can see a contradiction in this world sincep cannot be both asserted and
not asserted. Because negation of the formula is not possible, this formula is valid.

Likewise, we can symbolize the conjunction of actions of agents about different
propositions, such asVaP&VbQ. This construction authorizes the formalization of

28 For greater clarity, I again use letters of the alphabet to symbolize veridictional acts.
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the veridictional Agreement of two (or more) agents about the same proposition.
Here, we have:

Agreement: VaP & VbP iff VaP ≈VbP
Disagreement:VaP & VbP iff ¬(VaP ≈VbP) & ¬(VaP∣VbP)
Opposition: VAP & VBP iff VAP∣VBP

There will beagreementif the two agents assert the same proposition (or two
propositions that they acknowledge to be equivalent), for example,⊢a P& ⊢b P, and
oppositionif they take incompatible stances, such as:⊢a P& ⊣b P.

This type of operator provides the link between the present pragmatic dimension
of veridicity and the strictly dialogical one developed in our Dialogical Logic of
Veridicity, aimed at handling relations of agreement, disagreement, and opposition
between agents about a given proposition.

3 Doxastic correlates of veridictional acts

Like any formal system, an axiomatic system can receive several differentmodels.
Accordingly, our pragmatic theorization of veridictionalacts can serve as a model
of our bipolar axiomatic system. But other models are conceivable. Our axiomatic
system provides aformal structurethat holds not only for veridictional speech acts,
but also for states of mind, the belief attitudes associatedwith them. This gives us
the following hexagon, which expresses the logical relations between thedoxastic
correlates29 of veridictional acts:

Judgment

Disbelief

Non-belief

Belief

Doubt

Non-Disbelief

29 The strictlyepistemicdimension can only intervene in the framework of ourDialogical Logic
of Veridicity, [21] which accounts for agreement (or disagreement) about the truth in question.
Knowledge is necessarily dialogically mutualized.
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A judgment,which is a veridictional commitment expressed by an Assertion or a
Denial, rests on an attitude of either Belief or Disbelief and corresponds to the act of
Estimation.Doubt,as a mental state, corresponds to the neutral, suspensive position
of simple Consideration, i.e., both non-belief and non-disbelief.

The theory of veridictional acts and the theory of mental states thus turn out to
be two isomorphic models of one and the same axiomatic architecture. Just as it did
for speech acts, this formal architecture enables one to clarify and systematize the
theory of mental acts. To illustrate with a single example, it establishes logically that
one should not—contrary to what is all too often done—confuse disbelief, which is
a question of denial, with non-belief, which depends on non-assertion.30

4 Conclusion

The analysis I have just proposed is first and foremost alogical analysis, in that
it draws from the age-old “square of opposition” to precisely define the relations
between the various possible veridictional acts: Assertion, Non-Assertion, Denial,
Non-Denial, Estimation, and Consideration. Although I have chosen to propose an
alternativeto the hexagon of opposition in order to account for theincompatibility
between Assertion and Denial, the laws of standard propositional calculus are as-
sumptions therein. Accordingly, the theorems of that calculus as well as those of the
proposed axiomatic system can be asserted by applying rule R1 of the alternative
axiomatic system.31

The logical dimension is thus patent. But it must not concealthe strictlyprag-
matic dimension. This means recognizing the difference—which I have never
stopped stressing—between logical assertion as a formal, anonymous deduction
procedure, and pragmatic assertion as an act of a particularspeaker. In other words,
one must acknowledge the difference between logical, formal, anonymous truth, and
veridicity as an act of a speaker who commits personally to the truth of what he/she
is saying. Hence, the axiom of veridicity says nothing aboutthe truth of what is said
by the speaker.

In any case, this pragmatics of veridicity does not claim to answer the ancient
question of the truth, which requires apraxiological type of approach, one that re-
lates the saying to the doing, the words of speakers to the worlds in which those
speakers act.32

Moreover, the question of veridicity itself is not for as much answered by this
logico-pragmatic analysis. As it is described above, my pragmatic logic of veridic-
ity only deals with the acts of a single speaker or with the compared attitudes of
two speakers (agreement, opposition, disagreement). As such, the analysis remains

30 On this crucial distinction, see [19, Chap. I, Chap. VII].
31 SeeR1 ∶⊢ P⇒⊢ AP, where⊢ is themetalogicalsymbol for deduction andA, that of the act of
assertion.
32 This praxiological dimension is analyzed in [19, Chap. XI].
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abstract, for it does not address the fundamentallydialogical dimension of dis-
course. Speech acts are not definable monologically. For example, assertion could
never be reduced to the formal schemaAap, but only toAabp insofar as this formula
alone expresses the speaker’s commitment to the truth ofp relative toan addressee
b.33 What’s more, these acts only become meaningful in the contextof a dialogue
wherein they are the outcome of a negotiation process between the interlocutors
aimed at their being assumed asinteracts.34 Last but not least, these interacts do
not take on adialogical functionunless they serve asmovesin the “language game”
in which the argumentative exchange that ensures or does notensure veridictional
agreement is being played.35

The purpose of the above analysis, then, was solely to rigorously, i.e., logi-
cally, define the possible relations between the veridictional acts that characterize
a speaker’s pragmatic attitude toward what he/she acknowledges, refuses, or simply
considers.

In fine,one can also wonder from a zetetic standpoint whether this formalization—
leading to a pragmatics of veridictional acts extended to their doxastic correlates—
might apply,cum grano salis,not to “constative” acts this time, which bring into
play the information transmitted between the speaker and the addressee, but strictly
to acts of the “performative” type, which introduce purely actional rapports between
a speaker and an addressee facing a to-be-solved problem, ina particular situation.
I will leave this question unanswered for now.
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